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  . . . the new heat wave . . . . which #ollows a cold wave in the area the weather an#ual with the east bracing over the country a
wet and windy weekend with temps in the 80s and 100s. #ayweather®️ This morning’s look at the forecasted temps for the next
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seven days starting today. With a new heat wave coming our way. A short burst of cooler air is expected to follow that heat
wave. That burst of cool air will become more of a long lived atmospheric disturbance. That one will drop to the middle and

lower atmosphere where it will take up a position. Like a big old rain cloud. It is called a Nor’easter. It will not only be a
rainstorm with snow off the coast of Massachusetts but it will blow in from the Atlantic and have the potential to change our
climate for the rest of the summer. That is some forcast. A cooling storm. NASA #wwlp @pauldaniels43 be the first to know

when new spacesuits and protective equipment for NASA’s #Vega#Venus mission are available to astronauts. . . . A slide
presentation by one of the NASA #Vega#Venus astronauts . . . explains and displays the design for the #SpaceX #Dragon2
spacecraft which will launch the #Vega#Venus #payload into orbit, a long distance mission and a journey back. Spaceland

newsletter for July 29, 2020 By Satish Nampudi As #AsAmSpace is in the middle of the #launch window we would like to bring
you up to date on the current #space agencies satellite projects. This week we would like to introduce #NASA's

#SPACECRAFT and #NASA's #DARWIN projects. + EUREKA: In this video we see the #NASA #SPACECRAFT
#EUREKA launched to space in 2018 during the #ISS supply mission to the station. The EUREKA experiment on board is
designed to test the use of nanomaterials to improve the way satellites and spacecraft handle vibration. #SPACECRAFT is a

NASA mission to explore the universe with a fleet of innovative spacecraft. The ultimate objective of the program is to develop
next-generation spacecraft that will be able 520fdb1ae7
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